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On the :Mechanism of the Electrolytic Polishing 

of Aluminum (Part. 1ザ

Keizo Nishida 

Abstract 

Continuing from the previous reportI)， the author has obs巴rvedth日 viscosityand its 
change with time of each solut加 1，and measured anodi巴 andcathodic single potential on 
passing current in the solution， then he diseuss巴dthe results deduced from the above data. 

Next， the author has noticed the abnormal phenomena of anode and anolyte on electro-
lysing， and discussed partly some of their causes. 

Lastly， the author has reported th白 resultsfrom tne examination by the electron diffraction 
method on the electrolytic-伊Iishedsurface of aluminum. 

Note: The signs used in this report are about the same as in that of 
Part I. They are as folIows: 

Name of Soln. Vol. of HCI04・ VoI. of (CH3CO)20 (E;O% aq. soln) 
Soln. (x) 5.0 (c.c.) 95.0 (cι) 
Soln. (a) 10. 90. 
Soln. (b) 20. 80. 

Soln. (b-c) 24. 76. 
Soln. (c) 30. 70. 
Soln. (d) 40. 60. 

Soln. (e) 50. 50. 
Soln. (f) 60. 40. 

These solutions were prepared at 180C from the previous consideration. 
Soln. (b-c) is added to this list noticing that this eomposition was the 

critical one. 
The testing sample used in these experiments is made from 99.8% AI 

ingot. 

後 Someof this report was lectured at th日 massmeeting of The Japan Institute of Metals in 
Sapporo in Sept. 1950. 

1) See K. NrsHlDA: “On the Mechanism of the E'!ectrolytic Polishing of AI. (Part 1) "， Mem. 

Muroran ColI. Tech.， Vol. 1， No: 1 (l950)， p. 1. 
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~ 1. 011. the Aqueous Solutioll. of Acetic Acid. 

From the previous report， the author has noticed the electrolyte 
consisted of much acetic acid， 80 he examined the aqueous solution of 
acetic acid by the following method to appreciate the effect of acetic acid 
on the solution. The concentration of the solution was 20.8%， 41.5%， 62%， 
72.85%， and 83.1% by weight respectively. 

a) The measurement of electric conductivity. 
Using the same apparatus as in Part 1， the following results have 

been obtained (Fig. 1よ wherethe value for pure water and pure ace，tic 
acid respectively was taken from other reference books. The value is 
very small， acetic今 acidbeing 'vveak， as compared with the electrolytic 
polishing solution. 

b) The Measurement of Deeomposition Voltage. 
Like the previous method， the results gained are indicated in Fig. 2， 

with ones of Al-electrode together. The true concentration of aqueous 
solution in the electrolyte correspounds more than 70% from the conside-
ration of the constituents present in each solution. From Fig. 2， the 
decomposition voltage is between -1.34 volts and -1.65 volts. 

~ 2. On the Electric Conductivity of the Solutioll. Agaill.. 

Tlie results measured at 250C is in Fig. 3， with that at 180C. In this 
case the tendency is analoguous to the previous one， and that the gap 
occurred in Soln. (a) to Soln. (b) is larger than the latter. Moreover， in 
order to see how the gap in electric conductivity occurs after preparing 
ttie solution， the change of the property with time was observed. The 
results are given in Fig. 4， in which the temperature is 250C. So it is 
shown that the gap of the CUr-'lTe is instantaneously accomplished after 
mlxmg. 

~ 3. 011. the Viscosity of the Solution. 

Theム viscositywas measured at luoC， 180C， and 25'C respectively for 
each solution. OSTWALD'S viscosimeter was used for it. Because this 
property is one of the most important factors for electrolytic polishing， as 
seen from many reports about this property， and that makes it possible 
to examine the relation between the electric conductivity and the viscosity 
of each soIution. It was summed up in Fig. 5. The above-stated gap is 
not shown in relation to the viscosity except that there is a maximum 
value on the composition of Soln. (b -c)， and both sides of this composition 
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Fig. 1. Specific Conductivity of 
(CH3COOH-H20) System at 180C. 
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have about the same tendency. Next， the change of the viscosity with 
time was observed on account of the same reason as the electric conduc-
tivity， and at this time there was no change of it with time. SO， the 
viscosity must be established as soon as two constituents are mixed. 

~ 4. The Consideration of the Above-stated Results. 

In Part 1， supposing that there was some reaction on mixing， and then 
the chemical species after mixing were somewhat different from what 
had been befo1'e mixing， the calcullation led to the conclusion， that Soln. 
(b-c) was the critical composition. And that assumption was verified by 
the above-stated datum. Moreover， f1'om that datum， the electric conduc-
tivity of the solution depends in the so-called non-aqueous composition 
upon the concentration of CIO; and CH~C(OH); ions in acetie acid， and in 
the aqueous composition that of CIO; ion in water. For the viscosity the 

quantity ot acetic acid seems to play a role. 

There is no conclusion 01' verification about the compound which is 
made from HCI04 and CH3COOH， except what 1;he author introduced in 
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Vis巴osityof Each Solution at 100， 180， and 250C. 

Part 1. From the impossibility of the measurement of pH in all solutionsη， 
there is probably no H+ ion. 

At any rate， it is supposed that the acetic acid in the solution is a 

sort of reservoir of otber ions， as stated in Part 1. 

1) The author巴ouldnot measure th巴 pHof these solutions， and世lateven of 60μHCI04 aq. 
soln.， by the antimony， the quinhydron， and the glass electrode. But this HCI04 aq~ soln. has vety 
sigular pf?operty and its日CI04molecules are all hydrated in the aqueous solution by J. N. PEARCI~ 
and A. F. NI~LSON: J. Arn. Chem. Soc.， Vol. LV (1933)， p. 3075. 
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S 5. The Behaviour of Each Solui:ion for Al Electrode. 

a) N atural single electrode. 

The aluminum testing sample . was dipped verticalIy in the soIution. 
This sample was pre帽 treatedwith emery paper (04)， and contained in dryer 
at 18

0

C for 24 hrs. Then the value of the single potentiaI 0% sample was 
determined from time to time in the solution，using the apparatus of valve 
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potentiometer1
) and with calomel haIf cell， which connecting circuit was 

seen in Part 1. In such a measurement， the potential is much a古ectedby 
the condition of the surface. But after 5 mInutes or more， the tendency 
coincides each other， if the other conditions are equal. Therefore， Fig. 6. 
is one example of such results. In the figure shifting the potential to 
minus sign of ordinate means passivating and to plus sign， means activating 
as shown in Part 1. 

It shows that the aqueous solution like Soln. (c) to SoIn. (f) has much 
e古ectof HCI04 and the non-aqueuos soIution like Soln. (b-c) to Soln. (x) 
has at first other constituent to effect such as CH3COOH， but before long 
HCI04 begins to work. 

/ Soln. (b--;-c) has the very property which lies between two kinds; that 
is， at first the potential goes to the passlve state， but shortly falls and 
reaches the constant value. For the constant potentiaI， there is probably 
the product on the pits of surface by the action of HCI04 and then it will 
decide the potentiaIめ.
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Fig. 7. Bath Voltage-Current Density Curves at 180C. 

1) In order to compare the result from this measurement with the following one， the radio 
valve UX12A was used， This valve has the good proportional properties between grid voltage and 
plate current， 

2) T. TAK日1:“ExperimentalElectrochemistry" (1939). Kyδritsu・sya，Tokyo. Vol. 1， p. 241. 
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b) The Single Potential of Anode on Passing the Current 
through the Solution. 

At the same time when the so-called “JACQUET curve" was obseJrved， 
the change of single potential of anode was measured in ea~h solution. 
Fig. 7. shows JACQUET curve and the corresponding anodic single potential 
is g:iven in Fig. 8. In this case， as seen in Part 1， Soln. (x) to Soln. (b) 
has the irregularity of curre:nt density at higher bath voltage， and Soln. (c) 
to Soln. (f) has it at lower bath voltage. It is seen in Fig. 8. that the 
first drop of the single potential occurs before the maximum current 
density in every solution， especially two drops occurring in Soln. (b-c). 

Next， over this region， the po"tential rIses gradually in linear propor酬

tion to bath voltage， and that corresponds the range of constant current 
dens:ity. 
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Lastly， the potential drops once more at the bath voltage where the 
gas begins to evolve. In this figure the behaviour of 801n. (a) is fulIy 
shown， but others are partly because of too high potential. The relation 
between bath voltage and single potential of anode may be shown as Fig. 
9. schematically. From the above datum and the previous report， the 
folIowing items are deduced. 
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In the non-aqueous solution such as Soln. (a) and others， the change 
of anodic potential at lower bath voltage shows the passivation and that 
other species rather than CIO~ ion may come to the surface of anode， so 
it shows only the passive state. When the bath voltage reaches 14 to 18 

volts in Soln. (a)， the activation of surface by CIO~ ion begins， then the 
preceding relation is broken down. This may correspond the initial drop 

of anodic potential on passing the current. 
In other solutions .in which water is contained， such relation mentioned 

above will be also presentedl， but the potential will sooner drop towards 
the activated state for the sake of many ClO:;-ions. 

At any rate， it may be understood that by the primary drop of anodic 
potential the film in all meanings on the surface will be cracked 01' 

dissolved roughly， and in the next region of JACQUET curve some of different 
substances (五1m01' other similar substances) will be produced on the naked 
surface. From the figure it will be realised， as Mr. JVItiLLER says that the 
increment of single potential in proportion to bath voltage corresponds the 
consumption of the voltage by the resistance for the passage of current 
through the film on the surface. 

It will be noticed with much attention that the constant cur:rent 
density in JACQUET curve is not true in reality: at first the current density 
is only apparentフ thetrue area being more than the apparent one， but at 
higher voltage the area approaches to the true one. Because， it is always 
observed that even in the measurement of JACQUET curve， the surface 
of the sample is roughly fiattened. So， at first the current density is 
overestimated， and at higher voltage that value becomes true. From such 
a consideration‘so much amount of irregularity of current density curve 
will not occur in true sense of the wordl. Naturally such constant current 
density will be caused owing to the viscous anolyte on the surface， which 
will be discussed la ter. 

Moreover， the constant eurrent density， and the constant anodic poten-
tial which was seen in Part 1 (Fig. 9.) does not agree for each solution， 
but by the author for the former the electric conductivity is the main 
factor determining the value， un1ess the solution is non-aqueous， and in 
other cases it depends upon the conductivity of the anodic film. For the 
latter， the gradient of the potential in Fig. 8. is about equal， so the above 
stated relation is satisfied.. 

S 6. The Single Potential of Cathode on Passing the Current. 

For the cathode， by the same procedure as for anode， its single 

potential was measured. The result is in Fig. 10， in which the shaded 
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part means the oscillating value of cathodic potential. But from the result 
the maximum change of potential is within 2 to 3 volts， so the voltage 

. required for polishing is almost consumed for anodic reaction. 

Fig. 10. Single Potential (Cathode)司BathVoltage and 
Current Density (Anode)明BathVoltage Curvesat 180C. 

S 7. The Observation of the Abnormal Phenomena 
of Anode and Anolyte. 

a) On the so-called viscous fluid. 
It has been noticed by others that during the electrolysis the viscous 

material is pr吋 ucedon the surface of anode and that more on the proj印刷

tion and less on the concave， so the polishing action will be accomplished 
from the difference of electric conductivity of two points. According to 
the theory of Mr. EL~IOREl)， it is concluded that the自attenningproceeds 
by the di町usionof the viscous material into the soIution. However， there 
is no verification on the property of this substance itself， except some 
expectations. WEINLAND says that this substance is [Fe:l(CHlCOふ(OH)2]CI04・
4H~O when iron and sceel are polished electr叫yticallyin the like solution， 
but it is not the main factor according to Mr. TA.mrA2) to polish iron by 
the 'trocess. According to the author‘it is very difficult to take up this 

1) W. C. ELMORE: .1. App. Phys.， 10 (193臼)， 74;].
2) T. TA.JIMA: MetaIs (A~ne-sya). 
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substance from the anode in pure state， it being very small quantity and 
that very deliquescent substance， so it will have to be examined how this 
is analysed chemically. Now the qualitative observations which have been 
hitherto noticed will be reported. 

1) As seen in Part 1， this substance begins to produce when the 
current density is about to fall in JACQUET curve， and then it covers all 
the surface of anode. Moreover， it fiows down before long and then it 
begins to drop from the end of anode. This phenomenon was caught by 
Mr. S. SAIT01

) using Schlieren method. The author caught it with micro耐

scopic photo (x 100)， which result is shown in Photo. 1 and Photo. 2. The 

Photo. 1. Photo. 2. 

(a) {るJ (C) 

Fig. 11. The Phenomenon of Anolyt氾 duringEle巴trp-Polishing: 
(a) with Coating， (b) and (c) without Coating. 

1) S. SAITO: Magazine of Electric Society of Japan， Vol. 69， No. 4. 
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viscous自uidis fiowing down and the outside solution is fiowing upword. 
2) When the testing sample is not covered with something such as 

wax or tar at the contact line of it with the solution， many abnormal 
phenomena are to be seen. In Fig. 11 (a)， with the cover such a pheno-
menon is not found. Otherwise， as shown in (b) of .Fig. 11， the viscous 
substance is shooting out from the surface into the solution， and scattered 
around the electrode. Nevertheless it does not reach the cathode and on 
the mid way of the bath it sinks down gradually. In such a case， the 
temperature of the solution around the surface of electrode rises and 
the contact part is deeply etched， but it appea1's polished. 

And in the solution， the surface of elect1'ode is not so much fiattened 
as the contact point， although the total cu1'rent density become too high. 
Of course the viscous fiuid is seen even in this case. It will be the chance 
of the resolution of the mechanism of electrolytic polishing to peep into 
how it will be happened. 

b) The Relation between Pit-making and Gas-evolution. 
The evolution of gas was discussed in Part 1， and the1'e is another 

problem of the g1'owth of pits in 1'elation to this. Pits on the su1'face of 
electrode are very apt to grow， and one of the most undesi1'able defects. 
The form of pit is about semi .sphere and it has two 01' th1'ee small holes 
in the bottom. Moreover， f1'om the above-stated inspection by the mic1'o-
scope， when the gas-evolution diminishes， it 1'emains to evolve the gas at 
a certain point， and when the cur1'ent density begins to rise at higher 

bath voltage the babble creats on the surface like a pearl and does not 
leave the surface unless it g1'ows bigger. F1'om the above observations， 

the growth of pit may be much a任'ectedby the i1'1'egula1' surface: when 
the small babble is produced at the certain point of the su1'face， it does 
not leave that place soon， so gas， liquid， and solid are co-existed， then the 
solution of metal will be fast， so the babble g1'ows， and so on. In the end 
the pit grows like a semi-sphe1'e， and becomes big. Therefore， the su1'face 
of the sample to be polished must be fiat mechanically as well as possible. 
Fo1' example the once polished surface is very easy to 1'e-polish. 

S 8. The Examination of the Polished Surface of 
Anode by the Electron Diffraction Method. 

The autho1' observed the electrolytic polished surface of Al， and then 
the one which was secondly t1'eated， with the aid of the electron diff1'action 
method. The polished surface was washed with water and then with 
alcohol， and d1'ied out in air. The sample was p1'ese1'ved in pu1'e ethe1' 

not to change the surface befo1'e the use of the examination. . The solution 
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which was used was Soln. (b) to Soln. (d)， other solutions having many 

difficulties. Their results are summed in Table 1， where the standard wave 

length of electron was determined by the check of pure AI (99.99%). 

TABLE. I. 

Name of I C'<_L _  _P CL____'- _ __~ ，..， _ _~， I n______'___L'___ ___，，，_ I 
I State of Samole and Condi-I Examination with I Consideration 

SMple&|tion of r四 tHlent|ED.Method |ofr削 l匂Solution I L1VU VJ.. .J..J.ca¥.lU l'C.l.lL I 、 l

Newishly ed anenleecatlreod l svtaimC21p1 le was There were only two halos These halos were seen later， 
B-I Pth OI y ly d wi- which were not clear.6Tahney d but it looks like what the 
Soln. (b) stationary current den- corr~sponded to d = 1.2 rin仕'museodf-rraluminaT〉were

sity ?OOA. di 

Old annealed S2mple was|lThere were almost on，rly inhgas--

Ttos1γnetf2a1mt副巴et回Ya p首zdmemWmγe切lTdtuhueuaIeadr1te m 1e 2woZEp図腿mtMn1T3zaEsay 旧-e W剛bb1seethu叩trw罰hfhae岨E百Rd国1h 8 B 

treated with Z7v.and 005los ebxoCt2h pt woE ther two ES， 
B-II 

amp/曲… uMlM …cl岨Soln. (b) bigger grains than newly 
treated sample， 

The sampleof SiWnIdth e 巴ry司
With two obscure halos， The flow of thse pSo1 ts means the 

stal was treated with 30 v. there were only three dspo ots， fia tnes3 of the surface. From 

and 0.w03as amnpaltetrer1r2l .The Sur- 'N_hich fiowed up and down tsthphe eortse p， resen巴eof halos and B-III face was fiattened on the MoreoJHvIe's r，there was seen 1t is巴on巴ludedthat 
Soln. (b) microscopic scale (x 444). KIKl，;cm's line. may be 巴aemaonrd hit ouis s 

自1mon the surfa 
too thin for the electron 
diffraction measurement. 

e、mN仕cm噌uueem凶TlTatwrIaUeEolzy d n姐ret alabnnkaknne nosned dt gazwaesElteay u凶Mldrtufm3y sanasmeWmtueaIlE，ipltn lh Ioe t ntewhbhauew aar w d a m 

icWt oniwtsh iass ttheve d eborif y EZ mRdaiEm-aniy en ustlpt hoe ttDrs indSseos -， 
These riannRd s consisted of that 
from r and r' alumina. This 

tnhgeure cmonay dabre y resulted from 
B-C 1 cide the position of the ring・ secondarv treatment 
Soln.(b-c) There was no halo. 

ebnisgitgy e for short time. 
It had bigger grain. 

Old annealed sample was The ritno zsth巴aotrroefspγonadleu d al- Owwouinld zto the h，eγatai1n11gII ，Tp 
treated with stationarleyd couurt - most to that of r alumina chhe adrlimtru to r aumina-
rent densitwyi，th then dr but they Tabhwe ouept roe d s not shown 

With the ditl:'used rings， the 
B-C II at 1000C with the vis巴ous cJearly. The position of ha-

surface mluamy i beamsepocrroopnbhdaoaburlsy v -Soln. (b--c) substance on the samphlaed ， los was about d = 1. ~45 and This r alumina is 
washed in water. It ~.31A. produ巴edby the secondary 
mirror-like surface under treatment. 
mlcroscope. 

The sample was treated with 1The roif nBRs -Cw] ere the same as There were seen tοtrh〆e trans-

B-C III the same conditi…叩 thato 日 formation of r to r' alumi-

801n. (b--c) of B-C IiOI。，Cthen it was dried rather obscure na， but ratber strong halos. 
Out at 800C in air， then wa-
shed by water. 

Old annealed sVa.mapnld e was Only halos were seen， and What冶verthe surfa巴emay 
C-I treated with 16 v. and 0.01δ there was nodiffra巴tionring. be covered with， it means 
Soln. (巴) amp/cm2， and yet it was And the pliokse ition of this ha- that the structure of the sur-

repeated. los were Iike that of B-C II. face is amorphous. 

1) E. J. W. WERWEY: Z. KristalJogr.， 91 (1935)， 65; 317. 
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Name of I Ch_~__ _"' ，，______'-___~ n___~' I "'______，___~，___ ___，，，_ 
smnpN|sutiti3tZU212ndi同 l 宮!T噌;同地 | crt;3rn Solution 1 I.JIVl.L VJ.. .J..j.c:a，LIUC::U L> I ..l..:J. .LJ. .lUt:;L>UV¥...l ¥ 

C-II 
Soln. (c) 

D-1 
Soln. (d) 

D-II 
Soln. (d) 

D-III 
Soln. (d) 

Old annealed sample was 1 Many spots corresponded句

treated with 16 v. and 0.015 I tl:::at orAl， but the rings in 
amp/cm2， and tben et巴hedI that figure (not clear) were 
with anodically ~ v. and 0.009 I seen later. 
amp/cm2 for 1 Il)in. 

These rings， which is not 
巴lear，may be that of the 
intermediate phase of r and 
1ノ alumina.Then there may 
be naked Al and alumina 
simultaneously. 

Old sample was treated with 1 Almωttwひ halos，with two 1 This surfac氾 isshown in 
17v. and 0.6'28 amp/cm2， then I obscure rings were seen， but I Pboω. :1. Su巴ha etching 
it wa日 etchedat onc巴 Wl白 theywere part of what seen : does not wipe 0叫 thehalos. 
)! v. and 0.0;; amp/cm" for ， in C-II. 
1 min. The voltage was on巴el
dropped ωzero from 17 v. I 

and then raised to :3 v. 

! The sample was treated like I There were halos with three'j In出eend， it will be the 
that stated in D-I. But， at I rin四 whichwere not clear. 1 intermediate phase between 
this time， the sa!llple was I I r and r' alumina. The struc-
once picked up and dried out， 1 i ture of the surface is shown 
then etched on巴emore with I in Photo. 4. 
:3v気 and0.02 amp/cm2 for 3 1 

mm. 

This samtl巴 wastreated as 
in D-II， th巴netched with 
2 v. and 0.02 arnp/cm" for 3 
mm. 

There were many spots up-1) The surface of this sample 
wards， and they correspon-1 is shown in Photo. 5. 
ded to that of Al. The rin只S
were seemed to be of Ab03 
2H20， which was hitherto 
not seen'). 

From the above da:ta， and results， the following items are deduced. 

Photo. 3. Photo.4. Photo. 5. 

1) This sample was reserved in ，al巴oholaIter the tr:eatment， so it was resulted. 
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1) Finishing the polishing anodicaIly， the1'e will be ce1'tainly seen 
some halos， so whateve1' the substance which cove1's the su1'face may be， 

it will be amorphous and that， f1'om the diffusion of the diff1'action 1'ings， 

the su1'face will be fl.at unde1' the scale of elect1'on diff1'action method; 
2) Conce1'ning the su bstance cove1'ing the su1'face， the1'e is no sugges胴

tion 01' othe1' ve1'ification to deci4e the composition f1'om the elect1'on 
diff1'action figu1'es， because the diffused 1'ings become 'me1'ely mo1'e clearly 
as the polishing p1'oceeds. 

Howeve1'， f1'om the above data， the1'e may be so thin amo1'phous film 
that the electron beam could pass th1'ough， and even if the1'e may be some 
oxide， it is not of the pe1'fect one， but it lacks oxygen ve1'y much. So it 
is the type of r' alumina 01' of the p1'eliminary type， and such a substance 
wil1 be changed to r' and then to r a]umina by heating 01' other secondary 
infl.uence. 

3) Moreover， it has been much noticed that the electrolytic-polished 
su1'face of aluminum has better co1'1'osion 1'esistance than othe1'wise treated 
onel). By the author， it will be attributed to the compact film of alumina 
over the su1'face undoubtedly， and still more it will be a旺:ectedfirst by the 
fiatness of the surface. 

On the mechanism by which the amo1'phous fi1m is p1'oduced， Mr. 

TAKAHAsm2
) concluded that in case of b1'ass in H九P04 electrolyte， Cu20 was 

produced by the selective solution of Zn and the displacement of Cu in 
the semi-liquid state. But it did not reach the experimental conclusion. 
Mr. SAITd) 1'eported in his paper that the dissolving velocity of each point 
is not equal at projection and concave， 80 the丑atnessof surface was 
resulted. But he did not touch the structure of the surface. 

By the author， there may be any change of anodic surface suddenly， 
when it is picked up from the solution， and that will be closely bound up 
with the production of amorphous film. If this film is the inevitable 
product during the process， high potential ene1'gy will be required to 
p1'oduce such a 8tate， not to pass the current through the viscous fluid. 
If there may be the case， it is even reasonable that such a process will 
occur in all anodic solutions of. metals. 

In recent years， many reports have been presented about the electro-
lytic polishing with the alternatil1g cu1'rent， and others said that the1'e 
were abnormal decrease of the valency of Al in that processペ So，the 

t) S. TAJ'IMA: ibidem， 

2) N. TAKAIIASIIl: App. Pby. Japan， 17， 212 (1948). 
3) S. SAITO: Electro巴hem.Japan. V(ll. 18， No. s; No. 7; No. 8 (1%0). 
4) From the gen日ralisationof the post-war el日ctrochem.of目前faceof metals by S. TAJIMA， 

but not in detail. 
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production of aluniinum oxide itself is not a decisive factor， but is probably 
the accompanying phenomenon. And in other meanings， the anode would 
dissolve with block under microscopic scale. For the subject， the author 
will discuss in detail with 'experiments in future. 

Summary 

1) The results in Part 1 were recognised again by the measurement 
_ of the viscosity of each solutIon. 

2) It was found th凶 thecurve for single anodic potential of AI on 
passing the current corresponded to J ACQU回 curve，and yet that the first 
drop of the potential curve occured before the voltage at which maximum 
current density was seen. 

3) For the case of AI， the whole bath voltage is used by anode， not 
by cathode. 

4) The so-called 24 hrs.-aging of electrolyte does not find its meaning 
in such a solution. 

5) The poIished surface is flat under the scale of electron diffraction 
method and that is covered with amorphous film wich composition is not 
determined， but the film is 'very thin to be able t<J. pass the electron 
through. 

Finally， it is a pleasure to express gratitude for the instructive aid 
rendered by Prof. S.， KODA and G. OKA~fOTO in the study of this subject 
in Hokkaido University. 

、Furthermore，it must be mentioned that 'this study' of mine is entirely 
thanks to the Grants in Aid of Scientific Research (donated by the Ministry 
of Education). 
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